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Abstract

In the course of this Bachelor thesis it shall be analysed how European cultural identity is mediated in European audio-visual space to the audience. Until now focus of research mainly has been on the impact media, mostly national, has on identity construction. Therefore, the pan-European cultural channel Arte shall serve as a representation of the European audio-visual space embedded in a European public sphere.
In particular it shall be investigated to what extent Arte does contribute to European identity construction in the European audio-visual space by representing a certain image of European cultural identity?

In order to answer the main research question, a qualitative content analysis shall be conducted. For this purpose, data will be derived from the monthly published Arte Magazin, which contains program descriptions and schedules of each month of a year. It is intended to use the program of May 2014, in regard to the European elections assuming that in this month there is a great emphasize on Europe within Arte’s contents. In the course of the analysis, the program will be coded with the use of the software NVivo and subsequently interpreted on the base of the results.
1. Introduction

Transnational media has been considered as a tool for European identity construction underpinned by the assumption that free flow of information across national boundaries and an increase of the presence of European topics in the media will lead to a rising common sense of belonging to Europe. In this context little attention has been given yet to the approaches of transnational channels to raise consciousness for Europe and what images of European cultural identity are represented through those channels. Therefore, this thesis takes the European cultural channel Arte as a starting point for demonstrating what image of European cultural identity is represented within the program in order to sensitize the audience for a common European sense of belonging. In this context it will be elaborated to what extent the channel contributes to European identity construction within the European audio-visual space.

Since one of the key challenges of European identity is the growing distance between the elites and the masses concerning perceptions and attitudes towards the European project media might support filling this gap (Guibernau, 2011, p. 41). Acting as a mediator of knowledge, information, culture, images and reflections of modern society, mass media presumably has great influence on individuals’ perception of reality. It is therefore important to access its ability to transmit various ideas about the European project as “nationally-based mass media are there to stay, but that content may become less focused on the nation-state context and will increasingly include a European perspective” (Koopmanns & Erbe, 2007, p. 100). This may lead to the Europeanization of national public spheres. It is thus not surprising that research has increasingly focused on questions about media’s actual impact on individuals as well as on collectives’ sense of belonging over the last decades. Many researchers took mass media’s influence on the formation of national identity building as a starting point for their investigation of media influence on a common European identity. As a result, most research focused on the role national media and national public spheres played in identity building and tried to draw conclusions from that about the emergence of a European public sphere and the formation of a common European identity (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009). Several scholars consider the emergence of a European public sphere as an answer to a lack of European consciousness amongst European citizen, which allegedly leads to a lack of support for the European Union (EU) institutions and their actions taken and, thus, to the widely bewailed democratic deficit of the EU (Eriksen, 2005; Schlesinger, 2007; Koopmans & Pfetsch, 2003; Katatzi-Whitlock, 2007; Gripsrud, 2007). In this respect, “the European public sphere has been conceived first of all as a vision of an open forum of exchange among citizens and political elites on matters of common concern that transcend the
borders of the European nation-states” (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p. 694) Further, since mass media reach out the broader public, studies of mass media are relevant for understanding the emergence of public spheres (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p. 694). Moreover mass media, and pan-European media in particular, have been considered as useful tools to build a common European sense of belonging due to national media’s impact on the construction of national identity (Gripsrud, 2007). Media, in that sense, shall operate as a vehicle for transferring a certain image of European identity. Therewith, a European audio-visual space, as part of an emerging European public sphere, was created to transfer a common European identity to the people living in it (Schlesinger, 1993).

Simultaneously, more and more transnational channels were launched pursuing the mission to foster understanding among Europeans and increase consciousness for Europe by showing European content and discussing various issues from a European perspective. In this regard there have been several attempts to establish pan-European television programs such as Eurihon TV or Europa TV. Most of those projects failed, however, due to technical issues, organizational difficulties, or linguistic diversity (Bourdon, 2007). Still, the vision to succeed in the construction of European cultural identity with the use of television remained. In 1991 the Franco-German cultural television channel Arte was launched based on an initiative of the former French President Francoise Mitterrand and the former German chancellor Helmut Kohl. As documented in the founding treaty, the channel aims to design programs with cultural and international character in order to foster the understanding amongst Europeans and, thereby bring them closer together. In order to achieve this, the channel committed itself to take at least one third of European productions in their program (Contrat de Formation Arte, 1991). Arte’s mission entails the interaction of Europe and culture and, hence, the construction of European cultural identity. In order to fulfil this mission, the channel tries to constantly bring its appearance in line with modern forms of communication technologies as for example Internet platforms, social media, and websites. In order to make their audience feel more European, Arte tries to approach different cultures through creating a great balance between broadcasting films, documentaries, and magazines. Further, Arte is endeavoured to exploit its cooperation with various partners inside and outside of Europe (Arte, 2010).

Even though with an audience share of less than 5 per cent Arte appears to represent just a small part of European audio-visual space, it is considered as one of the flagships in the European audio-visual space (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p. 702). Thus, the case study of Arte can set an example for other transnational projects in regard to identity building. In order to assemble the image of European cultural identity, a qualitative content analysis of the program of Arte shall be conducted. In this context the phenomenon of European cultural
identity is described and can further be generalized and transferred by other transnational channels. In this regard, it is hypothesized that transforming the abstract concept of European cultural identity in a visible and tangible object within television content leads to an increase of sense of belonging to Europe among the audience. Therefore, the main research question posed here is to what extent Arte contributes to European identity construction in the European audio-visual space by representing a certain image of European cultural identity.

Beforehand, it is proven whether Arte can be seen as part of the European audio-visual space and hence the European public sphere. Consequently, the first sub-question is to what extent displays Arte features of the European public sphere and the European audio-visual space in its program. This clarifies whether Arte is at all in line with the concepts of the European audio-visual space and further the European public sphere. To assess how this applies, key features of the European public sphere and the European audio-visual space are outlined and compared with the content of Arte’s program. To that end, I analyse the program of Arte applying qualitative content analysis. This is underpinned by the second sub-question to what extent the content of Arte’s program corresponds with the intentions behind the creation of a common European audio-visual space within a European public sphere. Answering this question elaborates whether Arte can, in fact, contribute to European identity construction. In addition, since the main phenomenon described is European cultural identity, it is examined which components of European cultural identity are incorporated in the program. Outgoing from that, it can be concluded that those are considered significant to the concept of European cultural identity and, hence, are most important to transmit. In this respect the third sub-question is how aspects of European cultural identity are represented in the contents of Arte. Concluding from all of this, it is discussed how the image of European cultural identity of Arte is composed.

In the theoretical part various approaches towards the concepts of the European public sphere, the European audio-visual space and cultural identity with the European audio-visual space are discussed. Thereby, the European public sphere is understood as a framework for the creation of a communicative space, which functions as a platform for debate and exchange. Within this space, the European audio-visual space enables the audience to engage in debates across national boundaries by free flow of information. Further, communication messages are transferred to the audience in order to influence its reception of European cultural identity, thus it is conceptualized how cultural identity is transcribed to the European audio-visual space. In the methodology part, I outline how program descriptions, collected from the E-paper version of Arte Magazin, a magazine containing detailed program schedules and descriptions, are coded and analysed in order to conduct a qualitative content analysis.
Through out the analysis, results of the content analysis are presented and linked to the research questions mentioned above. The conclusion summarizes how Arte offers a certain image of European cultural identity to its audience to stimulate its identification with Europe and how this contributes to the overall aim of European identity construction within the European audio-visual space.
2. Spaces for European Cultural Identity Construction

Within the context of this thesis, the European public sphere shall be understood as a suitable environment for developing a European audio-visual space. Within this sphere, European cultural identity can be expressed to the audience as a tangible and visible object viewers can identify themselves with.

It is assumed, that showing content about European culture and European lifestyle increases the audience’s sense of belonging to Europe. Television, in this matter, is considered as the most applicable medium for European identity construction since it accessible to a great audience across Europe and enables to inform European citizens about citizens in other Member States (Gripsrud, 2007, p. 485). In addition, transnational television channels, evolving in a European audio-visual space, are understood as supplements to the rather nationalistic point of view of national mass media. Nevertheless, it is not analysed yet in which ways and how European cultural identity can be transferred to the audience. In fact, the notion of European cultural identity remains rather abstract and theoretical. In this thesis Arte is taken as a representative example of the European audio-visual space and further its approaches towards Europe and European cultural identity are elaborated in interpreted.

In the following, background information about the concept of the European public sphere, the European audio-visual space and European cultural identity is given in order to enable a clear explanation of Arte’s approaches in the course of this thesis. Therefore, this part provides a definition of European cultural identity in the European audio-visual space embedded in the European public sphere. In order to do so, the first section gives a short overview of the on European public sphere before the development and rational of the European audio-visual space is explained in more detail. Finally, the concept of European cultural identity within the European audio-visual space is defined.

2.1 The European Public Sphere

In this thesis I argue that within the structure of a European public sphere a necessary communicative space can evolve in which the transmission of images of European cultural identity through the European audio-visual space is enabled. Therefore, first the European public sphere is defined and its key features are outlined.

A European public sphere would serve as a forum for debate and exchange of the European public in which mass media offer the necessary communicative space by enabling the free flow of information beyond national boundaries. Further, in this sense media operates as a mediator between political actors and the civil society (Koopmans & Pfetsch, 2003: 6).
Bearing that in mind, it is often argued that the emergence of a European public sphere can be considered as an answer to the seemingly growing gap between the EU institutions and its citizens as well as to the democratic deficit and lack of legitimacy of the EU (Eriksen 2005, p. 343, Schlesinger, 2007, p. 414, Koopmans & Pfetsch, 2003, p.6, Katatzi-Whitlock, 2007, p. 687). As Schlesinger (2007, p. 417) states, the democratic deficit of the EU and the dissociation of its citizens from it is accompanied by a communicative deficit.

In addition, Eriksen (2005, p. 346) considers the development of a common identity as a precondition for the emergence of a European public sphere because within the European public sphere the common opinion of the public is communicated to political actors. However, a qualified political debate requires a common self-understanding to form a common will (Eriksen, 2005, p. 346). Until now, there is “no agreement on common interests; different languages and disparate national cultures make opinion formation and common action unlikely” (Eriksen, 2005, p. 343). A television channel, such as Arte, representing common interest and the European culture may counteract this and foster the formation of a common self-understanding, which is in turn essential for the emergence of a European public sphere. Furthermore, the European public sphere should serve as a platform in which the communicative deficit between the public and political actors is balanced through the communication of a common opinion. Therefore, the public can only agree on a common will if a collective identity based on a homogenous and consensual culture emerges (Eriksen, 2005, p. 343).

Another approach is to focus on the role of national media and national public spheres in the emergence of a common European public sphere, hence on the ‘Europeanization of public spheres’ (Koopmans & Erbe, 2007, p. 100, Olausson, 2010, p. 139). In this regard, Koopmans and Erbe (2007, p. 100) acknowledge that an increased appearance of European topics and actors in national media would contribute to the Europeanization of national public spheres. Nevertheless, within a Europeanised public sphere reporting about European topics remains based upon nationalistic points of view and national interests (Koopmans & Erbe, 2007, p.115). This may hinder the development of a common sense of belonging to Europe, since in this way Europe and the nation are not discussed equally in the media.

Finally, broadcast television has been considered as a key component in the public spheres of Western countries since the 1950s (Gripsrud, 2007, p, 483). Consequently, it has been said to have a great impact on the construction of national identities because of its capability to transmit information to a great audience with the use of technologies like cable and satellite (Gripsrud, 2007, p. 480). Whether this applies for European identity as well has not been clarified yet, but it is assumed that the more frequently European topics are
discussed in national media, the more likely it is that a common sense of belonging will develop (Olausson, 2010, p. 149).

In sum, key features a European public sphere are free flow of information across national boundaries, the creation of a common space for public debate and exchanges as well as a parochial focus on national interests or nationalistic point of view. Broadcasting, in that sense, is contributing by distributing information across national boundaries, offering a common communicative space, and transmit national interests. In the course of this thesis it is investigated to what extent Arte is including those features to sensitize its audience’s for European issues.

2.2 The European Audio-visual Space

An important part of the European public sphere constitutes the European audio-visual space in which communication through broadcasting across national boundaries is enabled and images can be transferred with no detours transmitted to the people. In order to influence the audience’s perception of European cultural identity, images can only be transmitted within a space with common European self-understanding. Since the European audio-visual space is based on such self-understanding, which can be seen in the intentions behind its creation, it can represent a “European space underpinned by a common self-understanding” (Eriksen, 2005, p. 643). Arte in that matter is understood as a representation of this European space and common self-understanding. The reasoning behind the creation of a common European audio-visual space is explained in more detail subsequently.

The creation of a common European audio-visual space is based on the implementation of the ‘Television Without Frontiers’ directive from 1989. The directive was intended to link European media, or audio-visual policies to cultural policies to promote European identity. Thereby, the European audio-visual space functions as a space in which various European cultures are understood to display sufficient commonality to provide the basis for a common European identity (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011, p. 513)

Within the European audio-visual space identity-conferring television programs shall be transmitted and, thus, represent sources for cultural cohesion and common meanings (Schlesinger, 1993, p. 10). The main objectives of the directive can bee understood as approaches towards that. One of the objectives is to expand the distribution of European television productions by regulating and guaranteeing free flow of European audio-visual productions among Member States in order to hinder any restrictions against the reception and retransmission of programs from other Member States (Schlesinger, 1993, p. 11) Further, with the creation of a common European audio-visual space, the Commission hoped to encourage the formation of European identity through cultural exchange and symbol creation.
by broadcasting European content (Bourdon, 2007: 268). This is set out in the European provision of on European content, which implies that a majority of the airtime has to be given to European productions (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011). Through the distribution of European content it is intended to promote understanding among Europeans.

Summing up, the most important intentions behind the creation of a common European audio-visual space are free flow of productions beyond national borders, cultural exchange and symbol creation, and the promotion of understanding among Europeans. Thus, it is determined how Arte, as part of the European audio-visual space, corresponds to those intentions and hence display European self-understanding.

2.2.1 Transnational Television

In addition to that Arte is also a representative example for European transnational media. The increase of cross border flow of programs and the risen exposure of audiences to an imported media culture including the growing participation of non-national broadcasting parts, as it happens in the European audio-visual space, can be defined as transnationalization of television (Esser, 2010, p. 14). In this context, Arte constitutes a good example for a European transnational channel or pan-European. I argue that transnational media in Europe can contribute to the ‘Europeanization of national public spheres’ considering the fact, that within transnational media reporting about European topics should not be based on national interests. To provide a better understanding of transnational media, it is reasonable revert to classifications of transnational media.

Brüggemann and Schulz-Forberg (2009) understand transnational media in regard to the ways the audience is addressed beyond national borders (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p. 696) They elaborated four different types of transnational media, which are national media with a transnational mission, inter-national media, pan-regional media, and global media (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p. 698) Applying their category helps analysing the approaches of Arte to address its audience.

Following, Arte belongs to the type of inter-national media, which are characterized by some form of cooperation between media organization from two or more countries. They aim to promote understanding between the participating countries and are designed for two or more national audiences (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p.702). The cooperation between media organization acting in two or more different countries contributes to a common identity through cultural exchange by spreading knowledge and promoting international cooperation to reduce cultural differences. However, Esser (2010, p.29) stated that, in fact, there is no significant evidence that transnationalization will lead to an erosion of cultural differences across Europe. Additionally, Brüggemann and Schulz-Forberg (2009, p.
707) concluded that transnational media does not reach the same broad audience as national media does. This is supported by Esser’s (2010, p. 23) argument that national channels remain to have the highest audience ratings.

In this regard, the impact of transnational television on the construction of a European identity may be less than it was hoped for. Nevertheless, the steady increasing number of transnational channels may imply a growing importance of transnational channels in the future.

2.2.2 Identity construction and media
Since mass media is considered as a useful tool in identity construction in the European public sphere, the question remains how this looks like. In general, media provide new possibilities by entering in a complex field of new media forms and human agency in relation to political economic dynamics. This offers policy makers potentialities to intervene in media networks in order to influence individuals’ perception, hence their sense of belonging (Dittmer, 2014, p. 123). Furthermore, Olausson (2010, p.139) argues that news media play a crucial role in identity formation because of their capability to reflect certain views of the world. As already mentioned, a created European public sphere can be seen as a solution for problems in European identity construction in the sense that it may increase European consciousness by representing a European perspective.

However, in order to actually construct a common European identity through mass media, the distribution of information about European culture is inevitable as underlined by Kaitazi-Whitlock (2011, p. 697). She argues that there is a relation between the lack of a common European public space for information and communication and the missing common sense of belonging to Europe. Further she states that a European identity will only emerge if Europeans will be well informed and that every EU citizen in principle rights to information and communication (Kaitatzzi-Whitlock, 2007). An emerging European public sphere could support this through the free flow of information across national borders. In addition to that, Gripsrud (2007, p. 485) concludes that no other medium is more suitable to inform Europeans about the views of others in other Member States than television since it reaches the greatest possible audience across Europe. Nevertheless, one remaining problem of using television for identity construction is that individuals may interpret television content differently depending on their own opinions and background (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011, p. 518).

2.3 Cultural identity in European audio-visual space
Finally, because of television’s ability to mediate and distribute knowledge, information, culture, and reflections of modern society by in motion images, it can transform European
cultural identity in a tangible and visible object. Since there is no conceptualization of the representation of cultural identity within the European audio-visual space in literature yet, the following section provides one based on definitions of cultural identity given by Stuart Hall (1993) and Morley and Robins (1995) as well as on the theoretical aspects outlined in the previous sections.

Identity formation can be defined as the emergence of different ways of giving meanings and definitions to individuals or collectives in relation to themselves and to others this includes the way in which media can shape individuals or collectives identity through raising consciousness, mediation and experiences of media use. (ESF Forward Look, 2014, p.30) Morley and Robins (1995, p. 43) consider the construction of European identity as an ongoing process in which one cultural identity must be defined by its relations and distinctions from other cultural identities, thus ‘The Other’. This implies the formation of a common ‘we’, Europeans against alien cultures forming ‘them’. Furthermore, cultural identity by itself can be defined as an individuals or collectives sense of belonging to a certain social group on the base of one common culture and cultural codes formed by shared experiences in history, traditions, language, ethnicity and religion (Hall, 1996, p. 223).

Taking all of this into consideration it is reasonable to argue that within the European audio-visual space cultural identity construction refers to the ways in which images of European culture, are used to influence an individual’s perception and interpretation. This implies the representation of commonalities and differences in European history, traditions, values, religions, languages, and culture as well as ‘the Other’ in television contents. Consequently, how European cultural identity is perceived by the audience depend on how European cultural identity is represented in television contents. Bearing in mind that the construction of a common European identity also entails several problems, broadcasters have to find constantly new ways to tackle issues of diversity as in language, cultural understanding and interpretation in order to provide the possibilities of a common image of European cultural identity.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

To sum up, the creation of a common European audio-visual space is seen as an instrument for European identity construction based on the assumption that the emergence of a common European communicative space enables free flow of information, which will increase the sense of belonging (Kaitatzi-Whitlock, 2011). In this regard media and broadcasting in particular, serves as the transmitter of information and mediator between political actors and civil society in such a European communicative space (Koopmans & Erbe, 2003, p. 11).
Media, is considered to have a great impact on the creation of a European identity due to the possibility to mediate knowledge, information culture and images of a certain view of the world (Olausson, p. 139). This is the main reason for the European public sphere functioning as a framework for the European audio-visual space since this enables free flow of productions beyond national boundaries. Therefore, in the course of this thesis Arte’s view of Europe will be investigated. In this regard an increased reporting about European themes and actors away from nationalistic point of views is also considered part of the European identity construction (Koopmanns & Erbe, p. 100). Nevertheless, how European cultural identity is perceived and interpreted by the audience of transnational media still depends on the audience’s cultural and national boundaries, which may have a negative effect on the development of a common European identity.
3. Methodology

In this part the underlying methods for data collection and analysis, necessary to answer the research questions presented above, will be explained. In this single case study a qualitative content analysis of the program contents of Arte is conducted. For this reason, data is collected from the Arte Magazin and coded according to coding rules derived from the theoretical aspects detailed above. I assume that the content of individual program descriptions reflect the ways the Arte conveys knowledge, information, culture, images and reflections of European society to its audience in order to influence its perception of European cultural identity.

The subsequent section clarifies how the qualitative content analysis is applied in this thesis. Thereafter, information about Arte Magazin is provided, including arguments why the program and content descriptions written in the magazine are representative for the program on screen. Finally, concepts, codes and coding rules used in the coding process are defined and the basis for drawing conclusions will be established.

3.1 Research Design

The research design applied here is a single case study using qualitative content analysis of Arte’s program based on written guides and content descriptions of the channel. Coding is conducted using the qualitative research software NVivo.

Qualitative content analysis was chosen as the research method since it is a suitable for analysing verbal, written, or visual communication messages (Elo & Kyngäs, 2007, p. 107). Written program descriptions are understood as communication messages in order to inform the viewer about the content of respective programs. I analyse how Arte represents European cultural identity therein. Thus, the units of analysis are the complete descriptions of the content of one program written down in the German version of Arte Magazin. Those are considered as communication messages with the intention to awaken the interest to the reader to later view the program. Hence, it is reasonable that within those program description hints are given where the focus of the program is and what positions are represented. Furthermore, the analysis purposes to illustrate the way European cultural identity is transmitted from an abstract concept into a tangible and visible object for the audience in order to increase its consciousness and understanding for a sense of belonging to Europe. It is assumed that this is achieved by addressing current European issues such as youth unemployment and the financial crisis. Those issues are underpinned by demonstrating daily life of Europeans in society, through critical documentaries and motion pictures, stressing features in European
culture as in music, art and literature as well as portraying ‘The Other’ in movies and documentaries.

Based on the provided theoretical framework, the qualitative content analysis is conducted deductively. This implies that based on the key features outlined in the previous part, the contents of the program descriptions are coded in regard to their considered relation to the respective concept (see Appendix 16). Using the main research question and further three sub-question as a starting point, the central theoretical concepts approached in this thesis are, first, the European public sphere seen as an answer to the current democratic deficit and lack of legitimacy of the EU, second, the European audio-visual space functioning as a tool for European identity construction, and, finally, cultural identity as it is represented within the European audio-visual space. Based on distinctive features of these concepts, program and content descriptions are coded according to elaborated coding rules and subsequently assigned to the respective concept (see Appendix 1). Finally, conclusions are drawn referring to the frequency of the codes and their considered importance and meaning in regard to European cultural identity within the European audio-visual space.

3.2 Data Collection
Data was retrieved from the German E-paper version of Arte Magazin, which has been published monthly since 1994 and is available in print or E-paper version (Arte Preisliste Nr. 18, 2014). The magazine contains program descriptions and schedules for the respective month as well as additional articles, interviews, and reports to provide the reader with more background information about respective topics, highlights, and theme nights. In summary, the magazine offers on 80 to 90 pages a useful overview about what is broadcasted, when, and what it is about. The print run of the German version of Arte Magazin had 172,466 copies in the second quarter of 2013 and has around 610,000 readers a year (Arte Preisliste Nr. 18, 2014). Arte Magazin readers are most likely highly educated, with a university degree in humanities or social sciences, slightly more middle aged male than female with a significant interest in culture and arts (Arte Preisliste Nr. 18, 2013). This corresponds with the general profile of Arte viewers (Stankiewicz, 2012, p. 7). Concluding from this, it is reasonable to assume that regular Arte Magazin readers are as well regular Arte viewers and hence are likely to be approached the same way in the magazine as they are on screen.

In contrast to the German version, the French version Arte Magazin, is published 52 times a year, so each week and has about 28 pages (Arte Magazin No. 19, 2014). However, comparing the German version with the French shows that even if the time schedules differ in Germany and France, the program remains similar, as are the program descriptions. Only the articles, interviews, and reports vary due to different sizes.
For the analysis, the program schedules of the month May 2014 has been chosen in regard to the elections of the European Parliament in May 2014. This was decided assuming, that in the month of the elections the emphasis of contents may be on the representation of ‘Europe’. Furthermore, in May 2014, the 100th anniversary of World War I has been the main focus of the program. This event is considered as being significant in regard to European cultural identity as it represent an important part of European history, traditions, and values of Europe, which are components of European cultural identity. Nevertheless, since it would exceed the scope of this paper to analyze data taken from the whole year, only one month of 2014 is analaysed to investigate the most recent image of European cultural identity. Even though an analysis of at least two consecutive months may increase validity.

For the reasons outlined above, Arte Magazin constitutes a good representation of the channel’s program. Furthermore, it is particularly well suited for the analysis because of the similarities in both countries, the easy transfer of the program descriptions in text data and the possibility to track decisions concerning the interpretation of the program since all versions of the magazine are available on the channel’s web site.

3.3 Data Analysis

Before describing the coding process in more detail the terms ‘program’ and ‘content’ shall be defined. The term ‘program’ refers to what is broadcasted, as for example a movie, a documentary or magazine, whereas the term ‘content’ refers to what topics in particular are discussed or shown in a program. Within the coding process three distinctive features for each of the main concepts presented in the theoretical framework have been elaborated. Those serve as codes and are assigned based on the contents of individual program descriptions. A program addressing several topics and issues is considered to deal with various contents and, hence, can bee assigned to different codes. Following, codes and coding rules are defined in more detail (see Appendix 1 for an overview).

First, through applying codes to the concept of the European public sphere it is reviewed whether programs of Arte support the emergence of a communicative space in which European affairs are transmitted in a unitary and accessible way. As argued by Kaitatzi-Whitlock (2007, p. 687) the development of a common European electronic domain would enable such a communicative space. Since Arte labeled itself as ‘bimedial’ it may offer such a common European electronic domain (Arte GEIE, 2013, p. 63). Moreover, as Eriksen (2005, p. 346) argues a qualified political debate on European decisions can only take place in a single European space with a common self-understanding, contents dealing with political issues related to the EU or foreign affairs are coded as ‘political debate’ assuming that Arte offers the required European space underpinned by a European self-understanding. In addition
to that, to the code ‘nationalistic point of view’ denotes contents representing a nation’s current socioeconomic and political status as well as the representation of national politics, since, the communication flow between the public and Europe on the national level depends on national media and its point of view (Koopmans & Erbe, 2007, p. 98). In contrast, contents dealing with socioeconomic and political issues at the European level and the distribution of information beyond national borders are coded as ‘free flow of information across national boundaries’ since a European public sphere would benefit from cooperation between various national media from various European nations (Gripsrud, 2007, p. 484). The same applies for magazines and documentary containing scientific knowledge since science is not considered to belong into national boundaries. Furthermore new scientific knowledge concerning all kinds of science may have an effect on whole Europe not only on the nation state the researcher conducted their research in.

Second, for the concept European audio-visual space, ‘free flow of television productions beyond national borders’, ‘cultural exchange and symbol creation’ as well as ‘promotion of understanding among Europeans’ have been chosen as codes on the base of the intentions behind the creation of a European audio-visual space. Those are, in particular, the guarantee of free movement of television production across Europe and the provision on European content implying that all broadcasters from EU countries must give a majority of their airtime to European productions. Additionally, European values shall be conveyed within the contents in order to promote understanding among Europeans (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011, p. 514).

In this regard, based on the objective of free movement of television broadcast across Europe initiated the ‘Television without Frontier’ directive (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011, p. 513), Arte co-productions and productions from Member States and non-Member States are coded as ‘free flow of television productions beyond national boundaries’. This also applies for contents illustrating high culture and pop culture, such as music, art, literature, entertaining movies, and cultural events from all over Europe even though they are coded as ‘cultural exchange and symbol creation’ which responds to the second objective of the directive, the provision on European content (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011, p. 513). In this context, contents representing daily life of European societies and society critics are coded as ‘promotion of understanding among Europeans’.

Third, codes for the representation of cultural identity within the European audio-visual spaces are ‘relation to the Other’, ‘common cultural codes and habits’ and ‘representation of distinctive European cultures’. Those codes include important aspects of European cultural identity, which are in line with the aim of the EU cultural policies to stress
the distinctiveness of European cultures whilst preserving the common elements, which are unifying Europeans culturally (Lähdesmäki, 2011, p. 62).

Ultimately, keeping in mind that cultural identities defined themselves in relation to other cultural identities, contents showing cultural codes and customs from other cultures as well as their influence on Europe and vice versa are coded as ‘relation to The Other’ and belong to the concept of cultural identity in the European audio-visual space (Morley and Robin, 1995, p. 43). Finally, contents dealing with the elaboration of unifying features of European culture as for example in history, traditions, values and religion are coded as ‘common cultural codes and habits’ on account of Hall’s (1996) definition of cultural identity. Whereas contents demonstrating distinctive features, in history, traditions, language, values and religion, of European cultures are coded as the ‘representation of distinctive European cultures’.

3.5 Results
In the course of the analysis, the content of individual program descriptions are used as communication messages in order to evaluated how the image of European cultural identity is communicated to the audience and more importantly how the image is composed. Codes in this respect in a broader sense are considered as components of the image. Therefore, they have been elaborated based on key features of the respective concepts discussed in the theoretical framework. The program descriptions for each program are coded according to coding rules also established based on the presented theoretical aspects. For a better understanding concerning choices, I made in this regard a coding scheme was made and put in the Appendix. In addition, for a comprehensive and clearly arranged procedure the qualitative research software NVivo is used.

Conclusions will be drawn from the their considered meaning of codes in regard to the contents of the program. This means, for example, the more frequently a code was used for contents the more important it is for displaying the represented image of European cultural identity and the more it contributes to European identity construction within the European audio-visual space. Additionally the meaning of a codes is assessed, based on conspicuities like whether the word ‘Europe’ was used in the content description of the program, whether the respective program was honored with an award, or whether it was emphasized by the channel as a highlight or month main focus. On that account, the sub-questions and finally research question are answered referring to existing literatures.
4. *Arte* ‘s image of European cultural identity

The image of European cultural identity as it is represented by *Arte* shall be analyzed in this part. Based on the analysis it will be evaluated what image of European cultural identity is presented in the program of *Arte* to promote European cultural identity construction. This also implies revealing the ways Arte is mediating knowledge, information, culture and reflections on European society.

Therefore, first a brief introduction to the weekly patterns of Arte’s programs is given followed by a short summary of the most important magazines, documentary series and shows. In the second section of this part it will be answered to what extent the program of Arte displays features of the European public sphere and the European audio-visual space and hence contributes to its further development. In order to do so, questions about the importance of EU related topics and issues will be answered and how far content of Arte’s programs may stimulate the public debate and to what extent the contents of Arte’s programs are in line with the intentions behind the creation of a common European audio-visual space. Third, it will be outlined what aspects of European cultural identity are included and demonstrated in the programs contents. At the end of this part Arte’s contribution to the identity construction within the European audio-visual space will be elaborated by answering the sub-question and finally the research question by discussing literature presented in the theoretical framework of this thesis in context of the results of the analysis.

4.1 The Program of Arte

In its charter the channel emphasizes its mission to promote understanding and rapprochement between Europeans through distributing media content with cultural and international character via satellite or in other ways (Contrat de Formation *Arte*, 1991). In practice this is seen in the program structure, which follows a weekly pattern. Within this pattern, each day of the week is dedicated to, either documentaries, series, movies or the transmission of cultural events like concerts or Operas. A special feature of Arte’s weekly program is the regular ‘theme day’, which means that at those days a theme linked to culture, history, international affairs, society knowledge, discovery and performing arts is incorporated in the day’s program highlights. For instance, Sunday is ‘theme day’ centered around the topic of the movie shown in the evening. Subsequently documentaries and panel shows are broadcasted dealing with the main topic of the previous movie. Next to that, the channel attaches importance to documentaries making history, art, music, different cultures, science and biographies subject of discussion. In that way, *Arte* aims to provide knowledge for a better understanding (*Arte*, 2010, pp. 8-11). Arte’s news magazine *Arte Journal* is
broadcasted on a daily basis next to weekly magazines like, for example, *Yourope*, *Metropolis* and *X:enius*. With its news magazines, Arte seeks to provide answers to questions about the daily life in Europe in all its diversity, while focusing on philosophy, sciences, environment, lifestyle, and society (Arte, 2010, p. 12).

Weekly broadcasted magazines are an important part of Arte’s program. From their presence one can derive where the focus and emphasis are placed. Throughout the program, the main focus lies on fine arts and pop culture as well as on scientific knowledge and the distribution of information. Furthermore, one can see the importance of creativity, ideas, and innovation in the structure of the magazines. An illustrative example is the show *Philosophie*, in which the host and his guests are discussing philosophical questions related to daily life in order to fathom the meaning of life. Matching to that the follow-up idea-magazine *Square* introduces philosophical, literary, artistic and technical innovations by inviting artists and creative minds to discuss their point of views on the world (Arte GEIE, 2013, p. 13) Innovations are also presented in *Futuremag* a magazine in which the impact of technical innovations on daily life is investigated.

On the other hand, culture in itself is made subject of discussion throughout the program in various ways. The Illustration of national and regional traditions from not only European states is dealt with in the documentary series of *Zu Tisch in...*, which is showing culinary characteristics of various countries and *360° - Geo Reportage*, which is dealing with the history, people, traditions, and landscape around the world (Arte GEIE, 2013, p. 17).

Arte’s oldest magazine, *Mit offenen Karten*, explains geopolitical issues using interactive maps. Nevertheless, cultural differences among Europeans are constantly also made subject of discussion and specifically between Germans and French in the magazine *Karambolage* by explaining the various peculiarities of the respective culture. Even though there are a couple more weekly programs, those mentioned are just examples which also appear as highlights in *Arte Magazin*.

4.2 Arte in the European Public Sphere and the European Audio-Visual Space

How Arte is embedded in the European audio-visual space and further in the European public sphere shall be demonstrated in the following. Since neither the European public sphere nor the European audio-visual space are fixed objects but rather theoretical concepts it is difficult to bring Arte contents in line with them. Taking key features of the European public sphere and the European audio-visual space as a starting point, the aim of this section is to investigate to what extent Arte includes those features in its program by presenting the results of the analysis.
This raises questions about the importance of the EU within the program and what topics and issues in relation to the EU are highlighted as well as how the European public is portrayed meaning how the daily life of Europeans is re-told. Answering those questions shall clear to what extent Arte may offer a communicative space for the European public for debate and exchange while fostering understanding and rapprochement of Europeans.

4.2.1 Arte and the European public sphere

As already mentioned, the emergence of a European public sphere is seen as an instrument to overcome the democratic deficit and lack of legitimacy of the EU, which is according to Schlesinger (2007, p. 417) accompanied by a communication deficit. Thus, informing people about EU institutions and their actions might be a solution to the problem. Bearing this in mind, the question arises which attempts are made by Arte in order to provide its viewers with information about the EU. In this respect the importance of the EU within the program was evaluated based on programs with contents particularly focusing on EU related issues and topics.

Most programs in this context have been coded as ‘political debate’, which leads to the assumption that programs representing Europe as a political entity are most likely intended to stimulate the political debate in public. This is supported by the fact that most of those programs are magazines like Yourope, Arte Journal, or Vox Pop, which are designed to address EU related issues and topics not simply by presenting facts but rather by discussing them on screen with either politicians, scholars, journalists, or European citizens on the street. In that way Arte is mediating knowledge and information beyond national borders. For instance, on May 17th, the European magazine Yourope aimed to demonstrate the political sentiments in Great Britain towards the EU right before the elections for the European parliament (see Appendix 3.1). Accordingly, the main topic was Euroscepticism in Great Britain. Throughout the magazine subjects of discussion were the planned referendum about whether Great Britain will stay in the EU or not, the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP), and many Brits’ fear of immigration and associated consequences. The TV presenter travelled to Great Britain and talked to representatives of the UKIP, young British in a running community, and immigrants about their point of views. Those conversations have been underpinned by facts represented to the audience. It is remarkable that in this way, point of views and opinions from different parties are represented to enable viewers to form their own independent opinions. Further, this magazine has been labeled as ‘Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa’, which means that its main focus is on an improving Europe (see Appendix 3.1). In total 25 programs have been labeled as such. Nevertheless, besides magazines also society documentaries dealt with EU related issues and topics. For example, on May 2nd, the
documentary *Europa – Nein Danke!* illustrated euroscepticism in Great Britain from a different angle by investigating the reasons behind the strong re-sentiments against the EU through interviews with influential opponents of integration policies (see Appendix 4). It appears, that Euroscepticism turned out to be an important issue within the program of *Arte*. Nonetheless, it is rather surprising that Euroscepticism in Britain was made subject of discussion in several programs whereas developing Eurosceptic attitudes in France and Germany have not been discussed to the same extent. Considering this, it becomes clear that the channel outlines the position and attitudes of individual Member States towards the EU.

With this in mind when mentioning ‘EU related issues and topics’, the question remains what issues and topics related to the EU are actually picked up in the program and how meaningful they are in regard to the emergence of a European public sphere. Next to Euroscepticism, youth unemployment, the Eurocrisis and the climate change are main issues in relation to the EU. In addition to that, *Arte* offers its viewers insights in processes and mechanism within and behind the EU institutions. The channel therewith encourages free flow of information across national boundaries. An illustrative example is a panel show from May 27th, two days after the European parliament elections, which was broadcasted live from Brussels. In this show, the elections were evaluated and future perspectives for Europe were outlined (see Appendix 5.2). Immediately after that, a magazine called *Vox Pop* was broadcasted in which the TV presenter discussed problems and insights in Europe while at the same time emphasizing the beneficial development and initiatives of the EU institutions (see Appendix 6.2). A special feature of this magazine were the possibilities for viewers to get actively engaged in the discussion on television by posting comments on the magazine’s web site. The magazine was followed by a news special *Arte Journal Spezial: Europawahlen* in which the results of the elections were analysed by experts, correspondents in Brussels, and the TV hosts (see Appendix 6.2). However, the results have been represented from a German and French perspective due to the nationality of the hosts and invited guests. Hence, the content of the news special was influenced by a somewhat nationalistic point of view.

Since *Arte* actually attempts to give a European point of view, contents coded as ‘nationalistic point of view’ in general did not occur often. In fact, only five programs have been coded as ‘nationalistic point of view’. Two of them were dealing with europscepticism in Great Britain as already mentioned above and three others were documentaries, one of which was a about politics in Belgium and two dealt with child care and youth unemployment in France and Germany. The latter documentaries additionally have been coded as ‘promotion of understanding among Europeans’, which is assigned to the concept of the European audio-visual space and will be outlined in the following. Furthermore, this implies the strong
tendencies of the channel to focus on French and German society and slightly contradicts to the channels’ ambition to be European.

4.2.2 Arte and the European Audio-visual Space

Besides the promotion of understanding amongst Europeans, the most important intentions behind the creation of a common European audio-visual space are cultural exchange, symbol creation, and free flow of television productions beyond national borders. Therefore, the next section assesses how Arte incorporates those into its own aim to foster understanding and rapprochement between Europeans in order to set an example for the European audio-visual space.

Concerning contents intended to perform this tasks, it is noticeable that most of the programs coded as ‘promotion of understanding amongst Europeans’ are portraying the daily life of people all over Europe. Those contents cover a broad range of topics, from society critics, over the representation of special experiences made by Europeans to the impact the Eurocrisis has on the daily life of Europeans. It is noteworthy that those documentaries are aiming to increase awareness about the current social-economic and political status of the individuals within a particular nation and therewith to prevent prejudices and judgement. This is mostly illustrated in documentaries and portrays. In this way Arte subliminal addresses the audiences feeling of solidarity towards other Europeans.

One example is the documentary Ein Dorf erwacht about the citizens of small villages in Rumania, which was on screen on May 30th (see Appendix 7). Another one is the documentary Griechenland – Niko’s rollender Laden about a Greek owing mobile business to provide inhabitants of mountain villages with goods and mail (see Appendix 8). In these shows, two groups of Europeans were portrayed who are often prejudged in Germany. Moreover, these documentaries are linked to two European periods of time. The first documentary was dealing with abandoned villages, which were formerly inhabited by a German minority. Hence it is linked to European history. In the second documentary, again, the daily life in Greece during the Eurocrisis was portrayed and shown how the crisis led many inhabitants of mountain villages to leave their homes in search for a better future. Other documentaries demonstrated daily life beyond European related topics such as the documentary Vergiss mein nicht, in which the director filmed himself and his mother showing how they cope with the mother’s Alzheimer’s disease (see Appendix 9.1).

To conclude, Arte aims to encourage rapprochement between Europeans by telling stories about ordinary lives with the background of current European issues. By doing so, daily European realities are transmitted to the audience. It is more likely that the audience can better relate to other realities by seeing actual effects than by just being informed about facts.
As a result, the audience might be more likely to identify with others in other Member States. Relating their own to others’ daily life may increases the solidarity among Europeans from different countries. To make use of this mechanism, Arte established numerous European partnerships with other European channels to produce and broadcast productions, which are influenced by the creative and cultural diversity of Europe (Arte GEIE, 2013, p. 60). In this regard different formats and contents from various European productions underpin the attempt to distribute diverse creative and cultural aspects of European television productions.

The most frequently broadcasted productions from other countries than France or Germany are from Sweden, Italy, and Great Britain. The productions from Sweden are mostly series, like the science fiction series Real Humans about robots with human features (see Appendix 10). In contrast to this fictive future approach to human life, Italian productions are mostly comedies from the last century or co-productions with France and/or Germany. In context to the film festival in Cannes, there have been two Italian movies on screen, which are both over 50 years old and may be considered as cinema classics. Productions from Great Britain, again, are mostly drama or documentaries dealing with current topics like for example the drama We need to talk about Kevin. In the drama a mother is struggling with the consequence of a school massacre her son committed at his high school (see Appendix 11).

In addition to that, productions from other European states like Spain, the Netherlands or Finland are also included in the program, which implies that there is no preference for productions from either Southern, Northern, or Western Europe. Solely Eastern European productions have not been included in the program. This may be just the case for May 2014, however. Or it might be due to a lack of cooperation with Eastern European television channels. Arte has associated partnerships with Czech and Polish television channels, however (Arte GEIE, 2013, p. 61). Surprisingly, a recurrent pattern in terms of certain genres of broadcasted production can be observed. This means, for example, crime series are mainly produced in Sweden and Germany whereas dramas and cinema classics are often produced in France and Italy. This illustrates diverse preferences in genres of the audiences in the respective country of production. For instance, Swedes and Germans may be more interested in crime series, mysteries and thrillers whereas French and Italians preferably watch drama and cinema classics.

In contrast to the inner-European diversity, most non-European productions are imported from the USA with some exceptions from Australia and Canada. Most of those productions are entertaining movies including drama, thriller, comedy, and romance. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that they are addressing topics that have been subject of public debate in some form. For example, the American dramas Milk from 2008 (see Appendix 9.2)
and *Philadelphia* (see Appendix 12), are both dealing with homosexuality. They address the many difficulties associated with being homosexual in America. Another good example is the Canadian movie *Monsieur Lazahr* (see Appendix 13) which is a story about an Algerian teacher in Quebec and his struggle to integrate in the Quebeccois society. The story nicely relates to the fact that the integration of immigrants from former colonies is a constant subject of debate in France.

Even though foreign productions appear to be a great part of Arte’s program, French and/or German productions and co-productions prevail. With the chosen foreign productions, however, the channel remains true to its principle to offer high quality program with sophisticated contents. Since the main focus of Arte is on culture, this includes the representation of European cultural identity, which will be evaluated in the following section.

### 4.3 Aspects of European Cultural Identity

After describing how Arte contents can be linked to features of the European public sphere and the European audio-visual space, this section investigates how aspects of the European cultural identity are transcribed into the contents of Arte. It is clarified which components of European cultural identity are reflected within the program and which are mostly emphasized. Additionally, since it was argued that cultural identities are defined in their relation to other cultural identities it will be investigated who ‘the Other’ is and what its relation to Europe and Europeans is. Finally, the representation of commonalities and differences of European cultures within the program will be outlined.

Since Arte calls itself ‘the European cultural channel’, it is reasonable that there is a focus on cultural aspects. Those are expressed in different formats but mainly in documentaries with a range of topics from history, over art, music, literature to landscapes and traditions. However, this also includes magazines concentrating on culture like *Tracks*, the music magazine and *KurzSchluss*, which shows short movies and literary film. Another important cultural aspect within the program is the broadcasting of concerts, operas, and plays. Furthermore, portraits about famous artists, musicians, and writers are broadcasted like one on David Bowie, telling the story of his personal development and success (see Appendix 3.3). Those portraits are broadcasted in context to an event linked to the person. In David Bowies case, the corresponding event is an exhibition on Bowie’s work and life in Berlin. These shows mostly portray famous Europeans, who coined Europe’s cultural landscape remarkably. In this regard the representation of common European cultural goods is mostly centred around fine arts and popular culture.

On the other hand, common cultural codes and habits are mostly represented by contents dealing with European history and the origins of European cultural codes. The
documentary series *Morgenland und Abendland* (see Appendix 3), for instance, investigates, amongst others, how Arab scientists influenced European scholars like Galileo Galilei. Additionally, in terms of history, the 100th anniversary of the First World War, for example, has been marked as a main focus (*Schwerpunkt: Erster Weltkrieg*). For this purpose there was a drama documentary series broadcasted in which the lives of different Europeans have been presented in films based on their diaries from the First World War period. This, again, underlines the focus on daily lives of Europeans even from those of the past. In this way historical events are illustrated and explained through the eyes of ordinary people, like it is done with current events. *Arte* thus enables better understanding for European history among its viewers for the same reasons it approaches solidarity towards other Europeans.

Other aspects of European identity, such as European values or religion, were no explicit content of programs. It is important to mention, however, that this may just be the case for the chosen programs in May. Moreover, in documentaries that investigated the origins of European culture, aspects like European values, shared traditions, and religion are well included. It appears, though, that this is done within a historical context. This leads to the conclusion that the common European history might be the most important aspect of European cultural identity within the program of *Arte*. In this regard it is noteworthy that the two World Wars are seen as the most important events in common European history next to colonisation. The latter is not made subject of contents in particular, but is subliminally present in documentaries about former colonies or movies addressing problems that originate from that. This is probably due to French colonisation history, which still has a great impact on French society today. A good example for that is one particular episode of the geopolitical magazine *Mit offenen Karten* in which the current socio-economic status of Brazzaville was the main topic (see Appendix 13). Nonetheless, most of the programs about former colonies have been coded as ‘relation to the Other’. The ‘relation to the Other’ occurs to be the second most important component of European cultural identity.

Whereas the notion of ‘the Other’ appears to apply for several other cultures, it is clear that ‘we’ applies to all Europeans, not only EU Member States. This becomes clear since within the content descriptions it is often referred to Europeans instead of referring to nations. This also includes Switzerland and Norway. However, Europeans are especially addressed in programs dealing with EU related topics. ‘The Other’, on the other hand, appears to be referred to mainly as former colonies, Asian countries – mostly China, Russia – and the US. Especially the representation of Russia and the US still occurs to be influenced by positions taken during the Cold War, which again constitutes a link to common European history and the consequences of Europe’s past on today’s Europe. Nevertheless, this is appears to be
unexpected since it implies Arte taking a certain position towards ‘the Other’ influenced by rather historical political events and contradicts to some extent against the sole focus on culture. Otherwise the representation of the ‘the Other’ is mainly concentrated on landscape, nature, and people living in foreign countries.

The distinctive features of different European cultures are represented in a similar way. Whereby, the magazine Karambolage explicitly examines differences in German and French culture by focusing on the languages. Nonetheless, in the representation of distinctive European cultural features the main focus is on different European landscapes and traditions, especially on European food culture. Food culture, not only European, is the main topic of the series Zu Tisch in..., which introduces another region and its traditional food every Saturday. In this series various regions are portrayed, which leads to the conclusion that traditions across Europe are not only seen as national but first of all regional.

In sum, great attention is given on history and nature as well as the representation of ‘the Other’. Distinctive features of European cultures do not appear to be the main subject of the mediation of European cultural identity. This implies that the unifying elements of European culture are more important. This is supported by the strong focus on European fine arts and popular culture, which bears witness on great European cultural achievements. European culture, in this sense, is not regarded to have national boundaries. This can be seen, for example, in the broadcasting of classical concerts of national or regional orchestras performing pieces from composers from all kind of European nations (see Appendix 15).

4.4 Discussion
In the previous sections, the results of the analysis have been presented and linked to the main concepts of this thesis. Arte’s contribution to the identity construction within the European audio-visual space can be evaluated by linking the arguments stated in the relevant literature to the core statements resulting form the analysis. Thus, specific answers to the sub-questions and finally the main research question can be given.

The first sub-question to be discussed is: To what extent Arte includes features of the European public sphere and the European audio-visual space? In this respect Arte contributes to the Europeanization of the French and German public spheres by increasing the presence of European topics and actors in its contents. In fact this is mentioned as an important criterion for the Europeanization of national public spheres by Koopmans and Erbe (2007, p.100). This is supported by Gripruds argument that a European public sphere can emerge where the national public spheres provide the needed infrastructure and where European topics are discussed from a European perspective (Gripsrud, 2007, p.483). In this regard, Arte contributes to the emergence of a European public sphere by linking the French and German
public sphere. However, at the same time Gripsrud mentions that a common European public sphere requires a common language, a European-wide media system and a common European identity (Gripsrud, 2007, p.483). These requirements cannot be fully met by Arte. First, the channel has to deal with problems of bilingualism. Whereas Arte tackles this issue through the use of technology like the insertion of subtitles and voice-overs, still two languages are used (Rothenberger, 2012, p. 152). Second, the channel may have established several partnerships with other European television channels but nevertheless the number of partnerships is not sufficient to be considered as representing a European-wide media system. Third, the channel faces the reality of French and German cultural preferences, which implies a problem of finding consensus appealing in both countries due to the fact that contents are interpreted and by the audience based on their national cultural background.

In sum, Arte is able to meet some requirements for the emergence of a common European public sphere and especially the cooperation with French and German channels as well as with other European channels might set an example for a successful connection of national medias. In addition to that, Arte committed itself to European topics and issues labeling itself as being a ‘European channel’. But, nevertheless, the representation of European themes and actors is influenced by a French and German point of view rather than providing a pure European perspective.

This leads to the second sub-question: to what extent does the content of Arte’s program correspond with the intentions behind the creation of a common European audio-visual space? One of the main objectives of the ‘Television without Frontiers’ directive was the provision of European content implying that a majority of the airtime has to be reserved to European productions, which correspond the principle of free program circulation within Europe (Bourdon, 2007, p. 269). Through its partnerships with other European television producers as associated members, Arte fulfills this goal. Primarily, this should counter the fear of ‘Americanization’ based on a dominant import of American television productions to Europe (Schlesinger, 1997, p. 12). Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the majority of foreign productions broadcasted by Arte in May 2014 have been from the US. Additionally, Brüggemann und Schulzforberg (2009, p. 699) classified Arte as an inter-national media meaning that the channel offers a communication platform between France and Germany. Considering the fact that the channel constantly increased its number of associated members, it attempted to exploit international cooperation, which may lead to a more advanced level of transnationalization. In addition, Arte is extending its cable and terrestrial reach continuously, thus it makes itself assessable to 35 million households in Germany, 27 million in France, and 13.5 million in other European countries (Arte GEIE, 2013, p. 64). This implies that the
number of Arte viewers is also increasing. Although the audience share is less than 5 percent, Arte appears to be a role model of the European media landscape (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009, p. 702).

The last sub-question to be answered is: how are aspects of European cultural identity represented in the contents of Arte? In this regard, Gripsrud (2007) concluded that audio-visual productions dealing explicitly with Europe are important and useful for constructing a European identity because this increases the feeling of belonging to this particular continent and not to another. At least to some extent this fosters the formation of a common ‘we’. Being European is now often understood as belonging to a common political entity. In order to change that into a more general collective sense of belonging to Europe, a homogenous and consensual culture is presupposed (Olausson, 2010, p.140). As Shore (1993, p. 792) puts it, the origins of European culture are to be found in Judeo-Christian religion, Greek-Hellenistic ideas of government, philosophy and art, Renaissance humanism, the ideals of the Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution, Roman law, Social democracy, and the rule of law. Arte responds to that by explaining and investigating those origins in various ways: through documentaries, magazines or movies. Within its contents, Arte over and over again refers to those sources of European culture by contrasting it to others.

It was argued that European culture defines itself by differentiating from others, as for example American cultures or Asian cultures. This could result in an understanding of European unity around a self-image of European superiority and against other cultures (Morley and Robins, 1995, p. 82). As mentioned in the last section, great European cultural achievements are often highlighted in the program through the broadcast of reports about art exhibitions, concerts, and portrays of famous Europeans. Aspects of European cultural identity are thus presented very positively in order to give the audience more incentives to identify with Europe.

Having answered the three sub-questions, sheds light on the question to what extent Arte contributes to European identity construction in the European audio-visual space by representing a certain image of European cultural identity. The theoretical part of this thesis stated that the most effective medium for identity building might be interactive television – a synergy of television and the Internet (Kaitatzi-Whitlock, 2007, p. 688). This enables the creation of a communicative space in which information remains accessible for the majority of the civil society through television while simultaneously offering the possibility for people to directly react and communicate (Kaitatzi-Whitlock, 2007, p. 688). Arte tries to transform itself in such an interactive television channel by being ‘bimedial’, which means connecting classic television with new cross media concepts (Arte GEIE, 2013, pp. 62). The Internet
platform Arte Future offers space to Arte’s audience to debate questions about the economy, science, and the environment (Arte Future, 2014). This approach illustrates that Arte represents a future oriented and innovative image of Europe. This can also be seen in the program since the future of Europe is constantly made subject of discussion. Documentaries like Eutopia-Europas Städte – Europas Zukunft, the discussion rounds and news specials on the European parliament elections, as well as in magazines like Yourope and Futuremag are numerous examples. Within those programs, questions about the future of Europe and the EU, in particular, are often addressed and directly discussed with people on the street.

Moreover, with regard to Europe’s future, the youth is addressed, for example, through Yourope and by making youth unemployment subject of discussion. In this way, young Europeans are more and more included in discussions about future perspectives for Europe. In general, by reporting about daily lives of Europeans and by inviting the audience to get actively engaged in discussions, the channel aims to create a people’s Europe. As stated by Dittmer (2012, p. 119), the gap between the narratives of the European project and the lived experiences of the people living in Europe never has been so wide as today. By creating a people’s Europe, Arte attempts to build a bridge between the audience and the EU. The main focus lies on the Europeans themselves not on Europe as a political entity. As a result, the ‘Europe’ presented by Arte may appear closer to the audience than ‘Europe’ as it is represented by the EU.

In general, Artes’ optimistic approaches towards the future of the EU and Europe in general provide great support for the European project, which is conveyed to the audience. All programs assigned to the concept of the ‘European public sphere’ and partly those assigned to the ‘European audio-visual space’ seek to inform their audience about the EU and are asking for solutions to tackle prevailing problems in the EU and about its future. This is underlined by the numerous critical reports and documentaries about Euroscepticism before the EP elections.

All in all, Arte contributes to European cultural identity construction within the European audio-visual space to a rather great extent by presenting a positive, optimistic, and multifarious image of European cultural identity. Since television producers are working towards creating certain effects on their audience and expect them to respond to that, Arte displays a good example of how the audience is encouraged to get engaged in debates about the television content. Nevertheless, how the audience interprets communication messages still depends on own cultural backgrounds and individual experiences (Polonska-Kimunguyi & Kimunguyi, 2011, p. 518). In this context Arte viewers are more likely to be interested in European topics since they are most likely highly educated and interested in culture and
politics, hence they might be more likely to identify themselves with European culture. Nevertheless, considering that most of the viewers are French or German, they may perceive communication messages through the program from a rather French or German point of view than a European respective.

4.5 Concluding Remarks
To sum up from the written above, the answers to the sub-questions imply that Arte is a representative part of the European public sphere and more particular of the European audio-visual space since it is including remarkable features of the European public sphere and corresponds for the greater part to the intentions of the European audio-visual space. Nevertheless, Arte’s contribution to European identity construction within this space is limited mainly due to the specific audience it has. Even though Arte displays a future oriented and innovative image of the EU and, hence transmit a supportive attitude towards it, the channel is not able to give a purely European perspective due to its French and German background.

In particular this implies the answer to the first sub-question. It was argued that the emergence of a common European public sphere is understood as an answer to the democratic deficit and a lack of legitimacy of the EU, in this respect I argue that Arte is not a solution to those (Eriksen, 2005; Schlesinger, 2007; Koopmans & Pfetsch, 2003; Katatzi-Whitlock, 2007; Gripsrud, 2007). This argument is based on the fact that Arte mainly contributes to the Europeanization of the French and German public sphere by exchanging mostly French and German productions and point of view. Hence, the channel is not giving a purely European perspective, which would be necessary in the European public sphere. Furthermore, Arte reaches less than 5 per cent of the European TV audience, which is not sufficient enough to distribute information and knowledge to a great extent (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg, 2009). In addition to that, even though mediation knowledge and information about the EU is a part of Arte’s program it is not the main focus. Main focus remains Europe and culture. The notion of ‘Europe’ does not only apply for Europe as a political entity in that matter. Whereas in context the democratic deficit and the lack of legitimacy of the EU it does.

Furthermore I argue in regard to the second sub-question that Arte is a representative part of the European audio-visual and corresponds to the main intentions behind its creation but Arte is only one type of transnational media and hence a small part of the European audio-visual space. Arte corresponds to the main objectives of the ‘Television without Frontier’ directive by committing itself to broadcast at least one third European productions and to encourage understanding and rapprochement among Europeans (Contrat de Formation Arte, 1991). Nevertheless a significant number of foreign productions broadcasted by Arte are non-
European, mainly from the US. Additionally, even though Arte is extending its cable and satellite range, it is still not accessible in all European countries. A common European audio-visual space should be reaching across all Europe.

Finally, concerning the third sub-question Arte’s main focus concerning European cultural identity lies on the representation of common European historical and cultural heritage through documentaries, magazines and the transmission of cultural events such as concerts. On the other hand, pop cultural also displays an important part within its program. This can be seen as a link to Arte’s future oriented and innovative approach towards Europe. I argue, that Arte is more attempted to illustrate unifying elements of European cultural identity such as history than distinctive ones. Arte is mediating to its audience where the origins of Europe are and how present European culture has been shaped but is pointing to the future of a people’s Europe in which Europeans are the main centre.
5. Conclusion

In this thesis I elaborated to what extent Arte contributes to European identity construction in the European audio-visual space by representing a certain image of European cultural identity. First of all the image of European cultural identity as it is represented by Arte in terms of Europe as a political entity, hence the EU, appears to be future oriented, innovative, and positive which demonstrates the channels support for the EU and its institutions. Furthermore, Arte contributes to information exchange about processes and mechanisms within the EU by providing its audience with mere facts and engage it in public debate by opening a new communicative space on screen and online. In this way Arte contributes to the European public sphere, since as Kaitatzi-Whitlock (2007) stated that a common sense of belonging in a pan-European televised public sphere can only develop when political information are distributed to a broad scope and participation of citizen in public debate is actively encouraged. Kaitatzi-Whitlock further argues that until now EU politics are not communicated sufficiently enough to EU citizen (Kaitatzi-Whitlock, 2007, p. 691). Even tough it could be argued that Arte is partly undertaking this task, it is noteworthy that in May 2014, the month of the European parliament elections, EU related topics might be more present in programs than in other months. Hence, to evaluate the actual presence of EU politics and related topics within the regular program of Arte further research has to be conducted, for instance, by analysing the content of Arte Journal over a longer period of time.

Furthermore, in this regard it has to be considered that Arte, even though pursuing a European mission, is representing German and French point of views, realities and languages and hence is not representing a pure European perspective. Additionally, this also implies one of the main challenges to tackle. The channel has to deal with two cultural realities with different preferences in content and style. It occurs to be difficult to find consensus and since the audience receives communication messages on the basis of individual cultural background it is not surprisingly that the channel already has to face difficulties to please the German and French audience. Considering this, it seems rather unlikely that Arte is able to please an even broader European audience now or in the future. In addition to that, it was argued that the typical Arte viewer is most likely high educated, middle-aged and interested in culture and arts. It is therefore reasonable to assume that many viewers already display a certain degree of identification with Europe and that they are informed about EU institutions and their actions to a certain extent and hence is not necessarily representative to the majority of EU citizens. Additionally, the main focus of the channels remains on Europe and culture not on EU politics. Thus, the program of Arte is addressing only a small part of civil society and is frequently watched mainly in France and Germany.
However, the channel achieves to transmit important aspects of European cultural identity by showing connections between the common European history and European society today. The channel achieves to mediate knowledge and information on the one hand but also cultural aspects. In this way reflections of society are embedded in a European context. For instance, in May 2014, the main focus in this respect was on the events of the two World Wars and the consequences of that period of time, which still affecting, the past, present and future development of Europe today. Yet, the 100th anniversary of World War I influenced the channels choice of dealing with this historical event within its program in May 2014. Thus it may not be in general the case that the channel is emphasizing European history that much in its image of European cultural identity. This is underpinned by the fact that European cultural heritage in music, art, architecture, and nature is also repeatedly in the focus of the program. European cultural identity therewith becomes more accessible to the audience. This is enhanced by taking the daily lives of Europeans in account and involve all kind of Europeans directly into the content through interviews and by offering space for debate online. In general there is a great emphasize on European cultural heritage. This could be regarded as an attempt from the channel to achieve a feeling of proudness among the audience at the same time this also witness a certain extent of European cultural superiority.

Nevertheless as concluded by Polonska-Kimunguyi and Kimunguyi (2011, p. 518) it is not only important what is on television but also what is around television that matters to the viewers. Bearing that in mind, the image of European cultural identity presented by Arte is influenced by reflections of European societies through a French and German point of view and as already mentioned only addresses a specific kind of viewers mainly interested in culture. From this it follows that the channel only can contribute to European identity construction to a small extent by highlighting common features of European cultures and by promoting understanding amongst Europeans. I conclude that Arte’s innovative and future oriented approaches can be taken as a role model for other transnational and also national media. Furthermore, Arte brings European cultural identity closer to the people by actively getting them engaged in debates and demanding reactions on television and the internet but also by broadcasting and giving background information about cultural events like exhibitions, concerts and other art performances. In this way the audience becomes part of European cultural identity and can more easily identify with it. Whether the audience becomes more European while watching European contents and programs has to be elaborated in studies about the audience’s perception.

However, implications in terms of the EU, more specifically the Directorate for Education and culture (DG EAC), could be that the DG can take Arte’s approaches as a
starting point to improve its *Creative Europe Program*. In particular this would affect the sub-program MEDIA. Within this program, international co-productions, the development of television programmes and other projects as well as the distribution of works shall be encouraged and subsidised (European Commission, 2014). The image of European cultural identity and accompanied approaches to transmit this to the audience as attempted by *Arte* could be taken as a starting point and included in the guidelines for other public service broadcasters. This should also aim to reach out for a greater audience than as done by *Arte*. The MEDIA sub-program may give incentives to greater public service broadcasters to show more European content and European programs and reach out for a broader audience than *Arte* does. The image of European cultural identity, which than may be adopted by national and transnational television channel can use the image of Arte as an example to follow since not in vain *Arte* is seen as the flagship of European media.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Coding Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Research Question</th>
<th>Sub-questions</th>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Coding Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent can Arte contribute to European identity construction in the European audio-visual space?</td>
<td></td>
<td>European audio-visual space as a tool for identity construction</td>
<td>Public debate</td>
<td>Contents dealing with EU or Foreign Affairs related political, social and economic issues and stimulating public debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>European public sphere as an answer to the democratic deficit and loss of legitimacy of the EU</td>
<td>Nationalistic point of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Free flow of information across national boundaries</td>
<td>Free flow of productions beyond national borders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>European audio-visual space as a tool for identity construction</td>
<td>Cultural exchange and symbol creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of understanding among Europeans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are aspects of European cultural identity represented in the contents of Arte?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Representation of cultural identity within the European audio-visual space</td>
<td>Common cultural codes and habits</td>
<td>Contents elaborating underlying features of European culture as for example in history, traditions, values and religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Representation of distinctive European cultures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: The content of Arte Magazin

INHALT

ARTE WELT Editorial, Helden, Events, Kampagneproduktionen
ARTE KÖPFE Xavier Dolan, Pedro Almodovar, Olga Perretti
ARTE ONLINE Weblogs, Blogs, Streams
ARTE ENTDECKUNG Feste des Monats, Kurioses aus... Steckbrief
ARTE ESKULTUR Zu Tisch auf... Gottland
20 JAHRE ARTE MAGAZIN Lesereise nach Straßburg

ARTE PROGRAMM

DIE THEMENABENDE Fakten und Filmengründe auf einen Blick
DIE HIGHLIGHTS Die Impressionen der Redaktion
DAS MAI-PROGRAMM Tag der Ozeane. Tauchgang in die Tiefe am L.S.
Filmenreihe zum Filmfest Cannes Kinermatografische Leckerbissen ab 7.5

ARTE FILMPINDER

ARTE ZUM MITMACHER Debatt, Aufruf, Verlosung und Gewinnspiel
VORSCHAU, IMPRESSUM

TYPISCH FRANKREICH Die Duelle für Frankreich-Liebhaber – und die, die es werden wollen

TITELTHEMA
TAGEBUCHER DES ERSTEN WELTKRIEGS
ARTE verhilft die Kriegserinnerung von 14 Menschen, unter ihnen der Österreicher Karl Jasset. Wie er gerettet wurde

ENTDECKUNG
SOMMER AM POLARKREIS
Abenteuer Arctic: 30 Tage lang rest der Finnische Schauspeler Ville Haapasalo zur ARTE von Murmansk zur Bergstrasse

FILM
AUGSTEIN UND DIE SPIEGEL-AFFÄRE
ersterhiller-Premiere: Rudolf Augustin und Franz Josef Strauß im Kampf um die Pressefreiheit. Koautor Stefan Aust bückt zurück

FILM
HYMNE AN DAS LEBEN
Dreier-Dreh mit einem Film über Sterben gemacht, der das Leben friert. Interview mit ihm und Drehbucher Milan Peschel

THEATER
17 TAGE THEATER!
Matthias Liliental, der etwas andere Kurator des größten internationalen Theatertreffs in Deutschland, im Interview

AUGMENTED REALITY IM ARTE MAGAZIN
Programm-Then, Erinnerungsfunktionen und vieles mehr – entscheiden Sie die neue App für Helt auf Seite 40

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 3)
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17.5. SAMSTAG

08.05 Die besten Design-Beine der Welt (7/4): Rückblick der Entscheidungsträger - Das Designmagazin "DAS" - Die Wiedergabe der besten Beine der Welt. Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 08.05. in "DAS" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 17.5. - 08.06. "DAS" - Das Magazin für Design-Beine.

09.00 360° > GEO Reportage: Die Holzfäller von British Columbia - Das magazin "GEO" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 09.00. in "GEO" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 09.00 - 10.00. "GEO" - Das Magazin für Holzfäller.

09.45 360° > GEO Reportage: Elblandkünstler - Der wechselwirkende Kunstbetrieb - Das magazin "GEO" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 09.45. in "GEO" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 09.45 - 10.45. "GEO" - Das Magazin für Elblandkünstler.


11.05 Die geheime Welt der Tiger (4/3): India - Unsichtbar im Dschungel - Das magazin "Wissensmagazin" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 11.05. in "Wissensmagazin" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 11.05 - 12.05. "Wissensmagazin" - Das Magazin für die geheime Welt der Tiger.


13.15 FUTUREMAG - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 13.15. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 13.15 - 14.15. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für FUTUREMAG.


15.55 Wildes Leben am Vulkan (1/2): Der Mann im Aktionsanzug - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 15.55. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 15.55 - 16.55. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für Wildes Leben am Vulkan.

17.15 ARTE Reportage - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 17.15. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 17.15 - 18.15. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für ARTE Reportage.

20.15 ARTE Reportage - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 20.15. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 20.15 - 21.15. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für ARTE Reportage.
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14.00 FUTUREMAG - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 14.00. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 14.00 - 15.00. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für FUTUREMAG.


15.00 Wildes Leben am Vulkan (1/2): Der Mann im Aktionsanzug - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 15.00. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 15.00 - 16.00. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für Wildes Leben am Vulkan.

15.30 Wildes Leben am Vulkan (3/2): Der Mann im Aktionsanzug - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 15.30. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 15.30 - 16.30. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für Wildes Leben am Vulkan.

16.00 Der Mann im Aktionsanzug - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 16.00. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 16.00 - 17.00. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für Der Mann im Aktionsanzug.


17.05 ARTE Reportage - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 17.05. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 17.05 - 18.05. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für ARTE Reportage.

17.30 Sex & Music - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 17.30. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 17.30 - 18.30. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für Sex & Music.

21.00 360° > GEO Reportage: Die jungen Eurokönige in Großbritannien - Das magazin "GEO" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 21.00. in "GEO" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 21.00 - 22.00. "GEO" - Das Magazin für Die jungen Eurokönige in Großbritannien.


22.15 Sex & Music - Das magazin "ARTe" - Die Wiedergabe ist erstmals am 22.15. in "ARTe" erschienen. In dieser Woche: 22.15 - 23.15. "ARTe" - Das Magazin für Sex & Music.

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 64)
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23.50 - PORTRÄT

David Bowie, der Weg zur Legende


20. Mai 1979: David Bowie ist Gast-DJ bei Radio 1


Fotos links: ZDF Kobalt Images GmbH (1), ARTE France © All3 Media (1), ARTE France (1); Fotos rechts: ARTE © Medienkontor/Nazan Sahan (1), ARTE France © BBC (1), ARTE France © BBC/Allan Ballard (1)

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 65)
Appendix 4: Friday, May 2nd

2.5. FREITAG

05.46 W. A. Mozart – Die letzten zwei Sonaten (Mozart) – Übersetzung: Felicity Wehle – Dirigent: Jörg Nett – Ambrosianer Orchester


21.35 Szenen aus der Gitarre – Terenzi (HÖR) – 2000 – ARTE


22.00 Der Welt – Pfaffenau – Der Höhenfluss von Sabata – Dokumentarfilm (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE


50.00 Der Maran (M anomaly) – 2001 – DVD – ZDF–Fernsehen

51.15 Entdeckungsreise am Ende der Welt: Atlantis – Schwellen (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

52.40 Schloss (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

53.15 Schloss (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

54.15 Schloss (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

15.05 NATURPOLITIK


15.50 – 19.30 DOKUFRÄUHE

20.15 – 21.25 THEMENABEND – DOKUMENTARFILM

21.35 DISKUSION

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 42)

Appendix 5: Monday, May 27th

Appendix 5.1

05.00 Carlos Kleibert – Sprechen Und Hören (Wohlf, v. 25.5.)

05.45 Europa – Europas Bildspiegel – Europas Zukunft (Spiegel) – Kurzfilm (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE

06.45 Neuropsy – Neurodromes – Wir haben es noch nicht gesehen (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

06.55 Newton – Naturphilosophie (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

07.40 ARTE Journal – Nachrichten (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm


16.45 Einladung zum sieben Meer – Actionfilm (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm


21.00 Szenen aus der Gitarre – Terenzi (HÖR) – 2000 – ARTE


21.35 Szenen aus der Gitarre – Terenzi (HÖR) – 2000 – ARTE


22.00 Der Welt – Pfaffenau – Der Höhenfluss von Sabata – Dokumentarfilm (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

22.10 ARTE Journal Nachtfährt (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm


50.00 Der Maran (M anomaly) – 2001 – DVD – ZDF–Fernsehen

51.15 Entdeckungsreise am Ende der Welt: Atlantis – Schwellen (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

52.40 Schloss (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

53.15 Schloss (M anomaly) – 2014 – ARTE – Fernsehfilm

15.05 NATURPOLITIK


15.50 – 19.30 DOKUFRÄUHE

20.15 – 21.25 THEMENABEND – DOKUMENTARFILM

21.35 DISKUSION

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 42)
12.50 - THEMENABEND - DOKUMENTATION
Allergien - Ohne Pilze durch die Poren

5.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

18.30 - KONZERT
Edvard Grieg – Peer Gynt und das Klavierkonzert

18.30 - KULTURDUEN
Theater der Welt 2014

20.15 - DISSKUSION
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

31.50 - EUROPEAMAGAZIN
Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa
Appendix 6.2

Vox Pop

Euroseptizismus hin oder weg – Professor John Paul Lepers diskutiert jede Woche mit EU-Bürgern über Aktuelles.

In Zeiten des wachsenden Euroseptizismus beteuert das "Vox Pop"-Team um John Paul Lepers die Probleme und Missverständnisse in Europa. Zugleich bekräftigt Lepers die Wiederentwicklung und die positiven Initiativen der EU-Instanzen und stellt konkrete Bürgeraktivitäten vor, die den 550 Millionen Europäern die Weg zur ge- rechteren, kreativeren, kultureller und sozialer Gesellschaft eröbern.

Außerdem berichten ARTE-Korrespondenten im Internet über aktuelle EU-Themen der Woche. Zuschauer können sich eingreifen und im Internet-Arbeit mit.

Entstandshinweis

John Paul Lepers, der Moderator von "Vox Pop"

Appendix 7: Friday, May 30th

30.5. FREITAG

09.50 • Die Sünderschaft mit der Karo • 09.55 Die Sünderschaft mit der Karo • 10.00 • Die Sünderschaft mit der Karo • 10.20 • Karo: Was wir von Europa lernen 08/21 • 10.20 • Karo: Was wir von Europa lernen 08/21 • 10.30 • Karo: Was wir von Europa lernen 08/21 • 10.45 • Karo: Was wir von Europa lernen 08/21

16.45 • DOKUHE

17.10 • GESSELLSchaft-Doku

17.45 • GESSELLSchaft-Doku

Ein Dorf erwacht


20.15 • DRAMA

Die Lehrerin

Lehrerin Katja wird bei einem Attentat im Klassenzimmer schwer verletzt und fällt ins Koma. Ihre Freundin Andreas übernimmt die traumatisierte Klasse, doch sie steht selbst unter Schock. Mit Anna Loos.

21.45 • GESSELLSchaft-Doku

Zu viele Flieger am Himmel?

Appendix 8: Monday, May 12th

12.5. MONTAG

05.00  W. A. Mozart – Die letzten zwei Sinfonien • 06.05 Entdeckungsreisen ans Ende der Welt, Teil 1 von 3 • 06.20 ARTE Deutschland • 06.30 ARTE Kindersachen

08.05  Xuxi: Natur im Wandel – Wie verändert sich die Natur?

08.50  Der Goldrausch: Dendrobauma (26 Min) • 09.20 – 10.20 ARTE Deutschland

10.50  Zu Tisch auf... Gottesdienst

11.35  Guards – Ein Duft überlebt

14.45  Goldener Strauß (12 Min) • 14.00 – 15.00 ARTE Deutschland

15.45  Entdeckungsreisen ans Ende der Welt: Teil 2 von 3 • 15.50 – 16.50 ARTE Deutschland

15.50  GEO: Reportage: Nepal – Die Krieger vom Dach der Welt

16.30  Griechenland – Nikos’ rollender Laden

17.05  Xuxi: Natur im Wandel – Wie verändert sich die Natur?

17.30  Der Tag, an dem die Weiten kamen

18.25  Schlafparadies Kroatien (1/3) – Kramerflucht

19.00  Griechenland – Nikos’ rollender Laden

20.15  DRAMA – Schwerpunkt: Filmfest Cannes

20.45  DRAMA – Schwerpunkt: Filmfest Cannes

22.45  Holy Smoke

Entdeckungsreisen ans Ende der Welt

Kenia – Nationalpark Massai Mara und Lakeiopia

Mit Giraffen und Elefanten durch die Serengeti

Seit Millionen Jahren ist die Savannah Ostafrikas der Schaugrund großer Tierverwanderungen. Das Gelände der Serengeti erstrahlt sich vom Norden Tansans, weder Serengeti Nationalpark liegt, bis zum Südwesten Kenias, dem Massai-Mara-Natur- schutzgebiet. Der Naturfotograf und Abenteurer Ar Wolf erkundet es vom Land und von der Luft aus. • Erstausstrahlung

Griechenland – Nikos’ rollender Laden

Nikos verkauft in den nordgriechischen Bergdörfern nicht nur Waren, er bringt den Bewohnern auch Nachrichten ihrer Angehöri gen, die auf der Suche nach ei ner besseren Zukunft warten.

Wildes Leben am Vulkan

(1) Der Taxuvor in Papua-Neuguinea, Auftakt zu einem Dreiteiler über die Fauna in Vulkanregionen.

Der Ursprung des Lebens ist eng mit dem Feuer verbunden. ARTE zeigt in einem Dreiteiler vor dem Hintergrund atemberaubender Landschaften die Überlebensstrategien der Tiere und Pflanzen, die im vulkanologischen Lebensraum von Volcano landschaften besonders konnten.

In der ersten Folge der Reihe lebt ein Wamen in der Umkreis des „Tavurvur“ in Papua-Neuguinea. • Auftakt der Reihe

Ein Engel an meiner Tafel

Außenseiterin Janet träumt sich auf in ihre Fantasie. Nachdem sie lebhafte Jahre in der Psychiatrie verbringt, wird sie plötzlich zur gefeierten Schriftstellerin.

Die kleine Janet Fram (Karen Giger) ist anderer...
Appendix 9.1

22.15 - DOKUMENTAFILM

Vergiss mein nicht


23.45 - MUSIK - Schwerpunkt: Für ein besseres Europa

ARTE Lounge Spezial


Deutsche Singer-Songwriterin

20.45 - KONZERT

Musik im Salon - Mozart und Haydn

Fazit: Die Musik im Salon bietet eine unvergessliche Erfahrung für alle Besucher und ist eine wertvolle Beiträge zu der Kultur in Europa, die sich durch die Klänge und Harmonien der italienischen Kultur auszeichnet.
Appendix 10: Thursday, May 8th
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Appendix 11: Wednesday, May 21st

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 51)

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 70)
Appendix 12: Sunday, May 11th

12.05 | Die besten Design-Rans der Welt (3/4): Rückblick des Ornaments Dokumentarfilm (26 Min.) | F 2015 - ARTE F, Arte

12.30 | Philosophier Gewalt Regie: Massa (73 Min.) | F 2003 - ARTE F, Arte

13.00 | Square - Das Ideenmagazin Dokumentarfilm (26 Min.) | F 2014 - ARTE, Arte

13.30 | S60 – O2 Reportage: Elbphilharmonie Antiklokale: München und Weimarer Reportage (45 Min.) | ARTE 2014

14.15 | Entdeckungsreisen am Ende der Welt: Marokkos Strandparadies Dokumentarfilm (23 Min.) | ARTE F, F, Arte

15.00 | Morgenland und Abendland: Zwischen Euphrat und Tigris Dokumentarfilm (27 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

15.35 | Morgenland und Abendland: Der Steppzug des großen Drachen Dokumentarfilm (35 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

16.00 | Melanesische Kruz Dokumentarfilm (43 Min.) | D 2004 - WDR - Endstation

17.30 | Juliette Gréco – Die Ungewöhnliche Dokumentarfilm (72 Min.) | F 2018 - ARTE F

18.30 | Der Zitronenvogel/ „Le mots d‘essence“: Ein magisch-pastorales Abend mit Vincent Darrus und Lionel Bringuier Dokumentarfilm (12 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

19.15 | ARTE Journal Newsreel (15 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

19.35 | Kastenhapp Elektronik (15 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

20.15 | Philadelphia Dokumentarfilm (24 Min.) | USA 1995 - ARTE F

20.45 | Anne & Marcel Donat: Ein Zeugnis für die Liebe Dokumentarfilm (60 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

21.30 | Notfall: Das Chinesische Quake Dokumentarfilm (90 Min.) | D/DE/IT/FR 2014 - ARTE/YLE - Endstation

23.40 | Peter und die Wolf: Geschichten eines Welterfolgs Dokumentarfilm (55 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

00.00 | ARTE Edition: Eine Opfer nach Victor Hugo Dokumentarfilm (10 Min.) | F 2015 - ARTE F, Arte

01.30 | Von Pop (877) 86 38 50.35 Fernsehstudio (877) 86 45 85 | ARTE F, Arte

11.40 | Der Kommissar und sein Lockvogel Dokumentarfilm (90 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

12.15 | Entdeckungsreisen am Ende der Welt: Hauswelt Dokumentarfilm (24 Min.) | F 2008 - ARTE F, Arte

13.00 | Entdeckungsreisen am Ende der Welt: Brasilien – Das Pantanal Dokumentarfilm (60 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

15.15 | Negen as Segen: Indische Dörfer im Kampf gegen die Gürtel Dokumentarfilm (45 Min.) | ARTE F

17.00 | Kanal: Landschaftsmodell Laufdorf – Straßenfahrer in Europa Dokumentarfilm (24 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

17.25 | Morgenland und Abendland (3/7): Die türkische Einwanderer Dokumentarfilm (56 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

18.25 | Wildes Leben am Vulkan (3/3): Der Weltenraum Makau Dokumentarfilm (43 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

19.10 | ARTE Journal Newsreel (20 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

20.00 | Australien (5/5): Im Land der Wombats Dokumentarfilm (43 Min.) | ARTE F, Arte

21.00 | Von Rolf Strümpel, Klaus Wollmann

21.30 | Monsieur Lazhar Einfühlungs Drama über einen engagierten Lehrer, der traumatisierten Kindern zur Seite steht und dabei selbst einen tragischen Verlust zu verarbeiten hat.


22.40 | DRAMA Wie zwischen Himmel und Erde Eine Touristin soll als Schlepperin eine Gruppe Kinder durch den Himalaya bringen, mit Hannah Herszog.

2145. | GESSELLSCH.-DOKU: Hannah Herszog

2015. | TUNESIEN

2015. | DRAMA: Monsieur Lazhar

2015. | TUNESIEN: Künstler für die Freiheit

2015. | TUNESIEN: Künstler für die Freiheit

21.45: | GESELLSCH.-DOKU

(RARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 88)
Appendix 14: Saturday, May 10th

15.00 • GEOPOLIT. MAGAZIN

Mit offenen Karten
Was ist los in Kongo-Brazzaville? Warum sind dort einige Bewohner sehr reich und viele arm?


(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 54)

Appendix 15: Sunday, May 11th

12.00 • DOKUMENTARFILM

Notruf
Ein wahrer Fall aus Finnland: Die Suche nach einem unbekannten Täter beginnt und endet nach einer regelrechten Hexenjagd mit der Verhaftung einer Mutter. Wurde sie Opfer eines Justizritus?


(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 57)

18.30 • MAGAZIN

Karambolage
Von Flüchtlingsbruch und Schmerzentlastung, Namenssuche und Rätseln.


ARTE EDITION DVD/Blu-ray

Titel: »Karambolage«

Dauer: 51 Minuten

Vertrieb: ARTE

(ARTE Magazin Nr. 5, 2014: 57)
Appendix 16: Coding Example

During the process of coding decisions have been made following this example:

On Friday May 2nd at 8.55 am there was the social documentary *Europe – Nein Danke!* on screen (see Appendix 4) within this documentary the British perspective on European integration was illustrated and elaborated. Within the description of the programs’ content it was written that most British are in favour of Great Britain leaving the EU. The documentary aimed to investigate the reason behind that. It is written in the program description that Euroscepticism in Great Britain is higher than in most Member States and that many Brits consider Great Britians’ accession in 1973 and the partly accompanied sovereignty loss as the end of an era. Additionally, it is written that in a hypothetical referendum in Great Britain the majority would vote for the states’ withdraw from the EU. In order to investigate why this would be the case a team of Arte travelled across Great Britain and interviewed important opponents of European integration.

Considering the content of the program description it becomes clear that within the documentary the negative British view on European integration is focus of the documentary, as already suggested in the title *Europe-Nein Danke!* (*Europe-No thank you!*). Further, the content description of the program indicates that the documentary is dealing with Europe as a political entity from the point of view of Eurosceptics in Great Britain. From this it follows that the program is coded as ‘nationalistic point of view’ because it reflects on the negative sentiments towards the EU in Great Britain. In addition to that, the program is coded as ‘public debate’ because the overall topic is Euroscepticism and the reasons behind it. Hence, in sum the program is assigned to the concept of European public sphere assuming that the information transmitted to the audience will sensitize the viewers for the topic of Euroscepticism. By asking what are the reasons behind Eurosceptic sentiments in Great Britain, the channel also foster the understanding of its audience for the British. By writing down the question ‘Why is this the case?’ within the program description the audience is directly addressed and further interest is awaken. Readers of Arte Magazine interested in this program may ask themselves further questions based on the content description of the program. For instance ‘why does Great Britain of all Member States display such a high level of Euroscepticism?’ or ‘How was governance in Britain organized before its accession to the EU?’ and ‘Why would the majority of the British vote for a withdraw? Where is the difference to other Member States?’. The documentary offers answers to those question and Arte Magazine readers eventually become Arte viewers and hence become passively part of the European public sphere.